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Summary
We report the calculation of  cross sections for pion production by the 
scattering of (anti)neutrinos into nucleons incorporating the second 
resonance region up to  GeV, in addition to the Δ(1232) resonance. 
Background non resonant contributions are also considered and added 
coherently. We see that:

1.6

● The resonances of the second region included are: N*(1440) ,  
N*(1520)  y N*(1535) . It is shown that they are necessary for 
the  description the cross section up to E𝜐≲2GeV, and how to handle the 
behavior and interference amplitude contributions when we grow in 
energy.

(P11)
(D13) (S11)

● We work within a framework of chiral effective Lagrangians and discuss 
approaches that present certain types of inconsistencies or  alternative 
treatments of 3/2 resonances.

●  We compared with the recent reanalyzed data matching ANL and BNL 
results and with the antineutrinos CERN PS data, for the sake of 
consistence.
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Motivation

● It is known that neutrinos are massive particles that can oscillate (change flavor), it is 
essential to know precisely the cross sections in the interaction of the neutrino with 
free, or bounded nucleons in the nucleus detector.

● Quasi-elastic interaction (QE) is the main signal in oscillation experiments or those 
looking for CP violation

         νℓ + N → ℓ− + N′ 

      

 

ν̄ℓ + N → ℓ+ + N′ 

     
νℓ + N → ν′ ℓ + N′ 

ν̄ℓ + N → ν̄′ ℓ + N′ 

CC

NC

● More than one nucleon could ejected by (final state interactions) FSI in the detector.

From the experimental point of view
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 νℓ + N → ℓ− + N′ π

ν̄ℓ + N → ℓ+ + N′ π
1𝛑 CC

νℓ + N → ν′ ℓ + N′ π

ν̄ℓ + N → ν̄′ ℓ + N′ π .1𝛑 NC

Can generate false QE events when pions are not detected or are 
absorbed before emerging, or are an important tool to determine 
resonances axial weak constants, not obtained from 
electromagnetic interactions.

●Inelastic scattering produces additional pions
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● A method was more recently presented to eliminate such uncertainties 
by taking ratios between rates from CC1𝛑 and CCQE events, in 
which normalization is cancelled → Eur. Phys. J. C 76, 474 (2016)  

● At energies of the order of GeV, the dominant pion production 
mechanism is through the production and subsequent decay of 
hadronic resonances.

● The axial form factor (FF) for pion production on free nucleons 
depends on the old ANL (Argonne National Laboratory) and BNL 
(Brookhaven National Laboratory) bubble chamber data. These data 
sets differed in normalization by 30% to 40% for the main channel, 
creating uncertainties in the parameters predictions.
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● Several works combine the simplest forms of the free and interaction 
Lagrangians  for spin 3/2 resonances without respecting the contact 
invariance against transformations that change the spurious 1/2 
component

● In addition to the contribution of  resonances, we have a background that 
comes from crossed resonant terms and non-resonants ones involving 
nucleons Born and exchange of mesons.

●Many works do not properly consider the interference between both 
(background + resonant) amplitudes.

● Other separate the production and decay mechanism of a resonance, but 
resonances are non-perturbative phenomena with poles in the amplitude 
of the matrix S and their propagation cannot be omitted.

From the formal point of view
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●  The total amplitude is constructed from the resonance plus the 
background terms, both   interfering coherently

Neutrino-Nucleon Scattering

R = Δ(1232), N*(1440), N*(1520), N*(1535)

, R
, R

,(g) ,(h)
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Resonance Properties
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●The CC interaction is given by the weak Lagrangian 

●To built the background contribution to hadronic current we

Effective Lagrangians
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●and finally the propagators

●For ( ) we get from ,  and S(p) adding  
(parity), and decay width in propagators trough m→m-i𝛤R/2

R s = 1/2 ℒπNN ℒWNN γ5

● while strong Lagrangian read
<latexit sha1_base64="cvmT9+fgY5hyruxC7fh2InRckQw=">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</latexit>

L⇡NN (x) = �g⇡NN

2mN
 ̄(x)�5�µ⌧ · (@µ�(x)) (x)

<latexit sha1_base64="F4IwV1iOnLMvEhqpQc4vdsnNR14=">AAADwnicnVLfb9MwEHYTYFv5tcEjLxYVqJOgtNME4wFpAh54QNWQaDepLtHFcVJTOwm2g6iM/xn+K/4bnDRCawcSwpLj73zfXb47X1wKrs1w+LMThNeu39jZ3evevHX7zt39g3tTXVSKsgktRKEuYtBM8JxNDDeCXZSKgYwFO4+Xb2r/+VemNC/yj2ZVsrmELOcpp2D8VXTQ+UEkmIWmyr53kZ2Ox67/7RA/xq/8fkpSBdRmkfUe55w9ciQGZUlVlprXRCJYambezkBKiGqPrFxzSywmMct4bkEpWDlLfXAhEr2S/qiZalG4T21InYsmhdmiGKgcJgR7WEiWwWU6y5M2NVE8Wxjiuq1gsoSy9Gqiaa1ZejB2jmie/ZboP3mrs09KUIaDaHLnf1ff/T/5hHT/TT1eg8P1MV832VOfRPu94WDYLHwVjFrQQ+0686+6Q5KCVpLlhgrQejYalmZu6zqpYL6SSrMS6BIyNvMwB8n03DbT5PCjtFDYLBhu7MtcC1LXxXlOMzTbvvryT75ZZdKTueV5WRmWU0/xvrQS2BS4HkqccMWoESsPgCruVWK6AP+Uxo/uxl/q3EqneqMGG8tN28+jYmzpsG/daLtRV8H0aDB6Pjj+cNw7fd02cRc9QA9RH43QC3SK3qEzNEE02AueBSfBy/Bt+Dn8Euo1Nei0MffRxgq//wLfKkXj</latexit>

LV NN (x) = �gV

2
 ̄(x)


�µ

⇢
⇢µ(x) · ⌧
!µ(x)

�
� V

2mN

�µ⌫

✓
@⌫

⇢
⇢µ(x) · ⌧
!µ(x)

�◆�
 (x),
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●Free parameters Z are set such that in the interaction Lagrange multiplier field 𝛹0 does not acquire 

dynamics (∂ 𝛹0 absent). 

●  are more complex sinceR(s = 3/2)

<latexit sha1_base64="ax4QeqwkFNGvyX17Ve48VJhOj8U=">AAACEXicbZC7TsMwGIWdcivlFmBkiagQZYkSVAELUgULY0H0IjVp5LhOa9VOIttBqqI8BbwMTAjY4AV4G9w0A7T80/f/51jyOX5MiZCW9a2VlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHX13ry2ihCPcQhGNeNeHAlMS4pYkkuJuzDFkPsUdf3w91TsPmAsShfdyEmOXwWFIAoKgVCdPN51YkH567PBRlF3e1eBJP83ZSx1BhgxmM0OxeHrVMq18jEWwC6iCYpqe/uUMIpQwHEpEoRA924qlm0IuCaI4qziJwDFEYzjEPYUhZFi4aZ4rM46CiBtyhI18/+1NIRNiwnzlYVCOxLw2Pf6n9RIZXLgpCeNE4hApi9KChBoyMqb1GAPCMZJ0ogAiTtQvDTSCHCKpSqyo+PZ82EVon5r2mVm/rVcbV0URZXAADkEN2OAcNMANaIIWQOAJvIB38KE9as/aq/Y2s5a04s0++DPa5w/jdJ5K</latexit>

 
0⇢ = R(a)⇢� 

�
<latexit sha1_base64="2jxEOjhtMkgz2Mbl8b7q4cloTYQ=">AAAB/3icbVC9TsMwGHTKXyl/AUYYLCokppKUCliQKlgYi0R/pCZEjuu2Vm0nsh2kKsoALwMTAjbegRfgbXBLBmi56Xx3lr67MGZUacf5sgoLi0vLK8XV0tr6xuaWvb3TUlEiMWniiEWyEyJFGBWkqalmpBNLgnjISDscXU389j2RikbiVo9j4nM0ELRPMdJGCux9L1b0LvVEkgXpyXE18waIcxQY4cIJ7LJTcaaA88TNSRnkaAT2p9eLcMKJ0JghpbquE2s/RVJTzEhW8hJFYoRHaEC6hgrEifLTaYsMHvYjCfWQwOn7dzZFXKkxD02GIz1Us95E/M/rJrp/7qdUxIkmApuI8foJgzqCkzFgj0qCNRsbgrCk5kqIh0girM1kJVPfnS07T1rVintaqd3UyvXLfIgi2AMH4Ai44AzUwTVogCbA4BE8gzfwbj1YT9aL9foTLVj5n13wB9bHN+VZlfM=</latexit>

 ⌫
3/2�⌫ = 0

● Then, any interaction should looks, to get A-independence (not respected in some works)

<latexit sha1_base64="z4GsYc3U4J9j5TlK/I3ZEBRLpYg=">AAACLHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vqkcvi0WoCGVXRL0IRS96q2If0K3l2/RrG0x2lyQrlKV/Sf+IRz2IqDd/h+lD0dY5zTczgcz4EWdKO86LlZqZnZtfSC9mlpZXVtey6xsVFcaSYpmGPJQ1HxRyFmBZM82xFkkE4XOs+rdnA796h1KxMLjWvQgbAjoBazMK2kjN7MXVTeLJbthvJp5iHQH9POyeeC3kGiadPfA6IAT8CKPzO5bNOQVnCHuauGOSI2OUmtlHrxXSWGCgKQel6q4T6UYCUjPKsZ/xYoUR0FvoYN3QAASqRjKs3Ld32qG0dRft4f07m4BQqid8kxGgu2rSG4j/efVYt48bCQuiWGNATcR47ZjbOrQHy9ktJpFq3jMEqGTmlzbtggSqzb4ZU9+dLDtNKvsF97BwcHmQK56Oh0iTLbJN8sQlR6RIzkmJlAklD+SZvJMP6956sl6tt1E0ZY3fbJI/sD6/ALeqqlE=</latexit>

R⇢
�(a) = �⇢� + a���

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="8gZor6oykoTnSsFRKuKSZLNYIQQ=">AAACAHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx5FWAxCRAi7MagXIerFYwTzgGwIs5PeZMjsg5leISy56M/oSdSb3+AP+DdOYg6aWKfqrmroKi8WXKFtfxmZhcWl5ZXsam5tfWNzy9zeqasokQxqLBKRbHpUgeAh1JCjgGYsgQaegIY3uB7rjXuQikfhHQ5jaAe0F3KfM4p61TH36YUrwMeC60vKUuf45HKUlkau5L0+HnXMvF20J7DmiTMleTJFtWN+ut2IJQGEyARVquXYMbZTKpEzAaOcmyiIKRvQHrQ0DWkAqp1OYoysQz+SFvbBmsy/vSkNlBoGnvYEFPtqVhsv/9NaCfrn7ZSHcYIQMm3Rmp8ICyNr3IbV5RIYiqEmlEmuv7RYn+omUHeW0/Gd2bDzpF4qOqfF8m05X7maFpEle+SAFIhDzkiF3JAqqRFGHskzeSPvxoPxZLwYrz/WjDG92SV/YHx8A7KglcU=</latexit>

a =

✓
1 + 3A

2

◆

●  invariant under contact transformation since change only  componentℒfree 1/2
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 within the Sachs( ) parametrization in the vector sectorGM,E

● Once eliminated the dependence on A and fixed Z,Z´ we have for the 
strong and weak interactions

<latexit sha1_base64="HkukJRaBhtwPN88e9gjDMz/f7Vg=">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</latexit>

L̂WN�(x) =  ̄
µ(x)(ŴV

µ + ŴA
µ )(T† ·W⇤) (x) + h.c

for   R = Δ

≡
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For consistency and since both parametrization are not equivalent nor have  same behavior, 
we make the connection of Q2=0 FF

●If    for the parity change and usually many works adopt 
Normal Parity   parametrization

R = N*(1520) ψν → γ5ψν
(Ci=3,4,5,6)

RM =
3
2

mN

mD13
+ mN
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Before those who knows  these formal topics jump in their chairs demanding!!!
●We are well aware of the use of the ``spin 3/2´´gauge invariante 2nd order 𝛑NΔ interaction obtained making 

 in 

which decouples de spin 1/2 in the propagator, is Z independent, but with problems as I1 (appearance of negative 
indefinite norm states when field quantization is achieved). Also 2nd order contribution of the Sachs 

parametrization also comes from 

●When  is done we get                                                                 and I1 is
shifted (or put under the rug), and absorbed  within a contact term in the background.

●Another point of view is, as γμGμν and Gμνγν do not contain pole-contributions, the Z,Z´ dependent terms
 are again shifted to contact background  πN ones, with couplings constants to be fitted. This is referred as looking for 
LEC’s of CHPT. 
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●We will analyze the observables:
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How to give width   without violating electromagnetic Gauge Invariance?

●For all  (If   y ) Ward's identity must be 
satisfied

R R(1/2) Gμν(p) → S(p)) Γανρ → Γα

Width and Gauge invariance

●The  propagators are obtained solving

∑ =Where the main contribution is

(S. Dyson)
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●GR structure is  changed (Exact propagator),  only if  s1/2  ∈ (mR − ΓR,  mR + ΓR)

●If we adopt energy dependent width    or we make  only in 
e  Ward identity is violated at order  (at less you introduce vertex 
corrections)

Γ(s) m0 → m − iΓexp/2
1/(p2 − m2

R) Γ/mR

●Assuming   (fitted)  in the full propagator it is possible 
factorize ( ) when we make  , keeping the Ward 
identity.

Γ ≈ ΓCMS = constant
1 + iΓCMS /mR m0 → m − iΓCMS /2

GR, SR = G0
R , S

0
R (m

0 → m − iΓ(s)/2)
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● Weak vertices already have FF.

¿How to take into account the structure of the hadrons involved?

● Amplitudes come from effective Lagrangians where hadrons are treated as 
elementary particles.

● Strong interaction vertices do not consider particles with structure but 
points. Description would be appropriate for a certain energy range, but will 
certainly losesw its validity for higher energies, requiring FF that account 
particle sizes.

● Such FF could simulate the inclusion of more energetic resonances not 
explicitly included in the model.

Form factors
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●  are dressed by the  loop SR, GR πN (ΓR)
●   introduces rescattering TNP

where schematically
ℳλ

h ≡ ūϕ*Oλu
● The hadronic amplitude looks like 

Tree label
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●The intermediate momenta integrals are normally divergent, to regularize 
them, FF must be included in OB,R

●The non-pole (  ) iterates to all orders the  potential that encloses Born, Meson exchange and
Crossed(u) resonance terms.

TNP πN

●FF introduce deviations from point couplings due to the quark structure in the nucleons and 
resonances, play the same role as the electromagnetic FF, which reflect the extension of hadrons, and 
must be calculated from the underlying theory or from the quarks.

● Different individual FF at each vertex of a graph would require vertex corrections to 
satisfy electromagnetic gauge invariance in radiative processes.
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● Guided by previous calculations in  scattering, pion photoproduction, and the 
description of the NC  data obtained by the CERN Gargamelle experiment without 
applying cuts in the neutrino energies, where  is multiplied by a global 
regularizing FF at the vertices  y 

πN
1π

(Oλ
B + Oλ

R)
RNπ NN′ π

F(k, WπN) =
(Λeff)2

(Λeff)2 + k(WπN)2
, Λeff = Λ

Λ
WπN − Wth

πN
.

● This monopolar FF that takes into account the hadronic structure, with a decreasing 
effective cut with , making that certain term of the amplitude  
“disappears” or contributes less when  grows because other resonances, not 
considered, could be excited.

WπN − Wth
πN πN

WπN
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Results
Channels to describe

νn → μ−nπ0

νp → μ−pπ+ , 
νn → μ−nπ+ , 

ν̄n → μ+Nπ+
ν̄n → μ+nπ−, 

We will discuss formal aspects and compare the results of our 
model for  and  and  with the reanalyzed 
experimental data from ANL, BNL.

σ(Eν) dσ/dQ2
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● Some authors adopting A=-1 try to get the simplest vertices and we read it in two ways:             

i)doing →Z=-1/2.This value keeps  dynamics.                                                        

ii)Z=1/2 is adopted →A=-1/3 inconsistent with A=-1 → amplitude with A 

dependence.

Z +
1
2

(1 + 4Z)A = 0 Ψ0

Z +
1
2

(1 + 4Z)A = 0

A previous comment regards other calculations

● In the free RS Lagrangian of RS,  does not appear, so the 
equation of motion for  it is a restriction, and  has no dynamics. 
It is then necessary that the interactions do not change this, and it 
is true for  and A=-1(simplest form of G) in

·Ψ0
Ψ0

Z = 1/2

● Results presented without regarding  these formal (annoying) issues are only qualified by 
their proximity to the experimental data.
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● To avoid model dependencies by introducing FF at each interaction 
vertex (violates gauge invariance without vertex corrections), we will 
introduce a global FF on the amplitude. Since we consider resonances 
up to  GeV, taking into account the width of the most 
energetic one  , we will turn on this FF above its invariant 
mass. We will adopt  MeV as done previously in  NC

MπN ∼ 1.6
N*(1535)

Λ = 600 1π

<latexit sha1_base64="2L/BdSJebaPF0AhR+/sB167RCdU=">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</latexit>

F (k) =
⇤4

⇤4 + k2(M⇡N �M th
⇡N )2✓(M⇡N � 1.6 GeV)

● This FF is expected to effectively correct the behavior of the  
distribution  at higher values of , as  successfully done in 
pion photoproduction where was a regularization to include final state 
interactions.

dσ/dMπN MπN
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Neutrino fluxesϕ(Eν)

Showing results
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●We use CMS approach previously 
implemented to get, strong and weak 
parameters for the , with  GeV. Δ MπN < 1.4

Results with  GeV , 
Δ and Δ plus 2nd  resonance 
region (old ANL data)

MπN < 1.4

● The effect of adding 2nd resonance region 
d e p e n d s o n  t h e c h a n n e l , f o r 

 GeV we get a 4%, 17% 
and 10% of contribution respectively.
Eν = 3.0, 1.5, 1.5

Total cross sections
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Idem with MπN < 1.6

●As expected, contribution of 2nd 
region resonances is more important 
and necessary to improve the 
agreement with the data.

●Although in first channel the difference 
is small, the improvement is clear for 
the last two ones where background-
resonance interference is most 
important.
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● Until this moment we stayed within the CMS approach, the simplest to treat 
consistently all resonances, and backgrounds are added coherently. However, 
the data also includes uncut (  GeV) results → We need to extend 
the model to higher energies.

MπN < 2.0

● Before moving on calculations without cutting, we will first analyze the 
behavior of the total cross section without adding any FF.

● We increase the cut both, within the CMS or introducing 
energy dependency on the widths, which violates gauge 
invariance without vertex corrections.

A pause to take a breath and summarize
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Results with  GeV MπN < 2.0

● The R-cross  terms grow and should be 
affected by rescattering.

● Using different A values for 3/2 
propagators and vertexes, results are 
undervalued.

● Due to what was discussed before, we 
include a global FF:

        OR + OB → (OR + OB) × FF
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●The increase in the cross section due 
additional resonances is persistent and 
the best working approach is CMS as 
before . We will use  in spite we 
are not fitting anything.

χ2/dof

●We have also shown results with 
variable widths, which are not 
consistent without vertex corrections, 
since there are works with this 
approach. Also we show results with 
the exact propagator, which has a more 
complex structure and one should 
consistently include the rescattering in 
the total amplitude.

Comparison with 
reanalyzed ANL and BNL
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●For comparison, we show the result by 
GENIE, where seems to be problems in 
describing well all the channels for the 
same reanalyzed data sets.

●We can verify that for the total cross 
sections in the three channels we 
obtain for  in ANL 0.4(1.13), 
1.1(0.34), 1.0(2.6) and BNL 0.6(1.9), 
0.7(0.8), 0.8(5.2) results within the 
CMS (GENIE) models.

χ2/dof
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Flux averaged differential cross sections
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●The results within the CMS are acceptable in all three channels, considering we are not making 
any adjustments.

● If we compare with the GENIE results, as before, we obtain a better overall reproduction of the 
data.

●The use of the energy-dependent width increases the theoretical results of the first and second 
channels and decreases those of the third, this leads to a worse agreement with data depending on 
the experiment considered ANL or BNL.

● We show the CMS approximation calculations, and omit the exact one since we should readjust the 
parameters of the Δ , while for the energy-dependent width, it should not be crucial since we maintain 
the same structure of the CMS propagator but only replacing the width in the singular terms.
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●The interactions of neutrinos with hadrons are not the same as those of antineutrinos. We have a sign 
of difference in the contraction of the lepton currents that makes a different coupling with the 
hadronic ones. In the experiment we have the detector of a mixture of heavy freon  that was 
exposed to the CERN PS antineutrino beam (with a peak at   GeV GeV). It is reported that 
we have  neutrons and  protons, and since our calculations were for free nucleons we 
weighted the results with these percentages depending on the channel.

CF3Br
Eν̄ ∼ 1.5

0.44 % 0.55 %

Antineutrinos

● First, we only show results within the CMS approach with all resonances.

● Second, we show results without cuts and with the global FF.
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● For the  GeV cut, we can see that the data is reproduced but just below the center of the 
error bars. In the second figure we show the CMS with only  the and the ,  where 
we see an appreciable difference. By adding the energy-dependent width, we obtain an improvement, but at 
the expense of a violation of electromagnetic gauge invariance as it is known.

WπN ≡ MπN = 1.4
Δ Δ + other resonancias
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Conclusions
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● Throughout this work we have addressed the description of the weak production of pions, within 
consistent effective models from the point of view of the treatment of spin 3/2 resonances. 
Additionally, we have discussed how to include resonances in the second region and how to treat 
the hadron structure as  energy grows. We also include indirectly, the  effect of more energetic 
resonances not considered in the model. We have described total(differential) neutrino and 
antineutrino scattering cross sections.

● We used the complex mass scheme (CMS) that corresponds to the replacement

 (with  constants) in the full unperturbed propagator, which allows us 

to comply with the Ward identities that relate propagators and vertices for the radiation of a 
resonance, and maintain gauge invariance. Finally, use the exact structure of the propagator for 
the 3/2 resonances, however, in this case a readjustment of the parameters must be made, since 
the background should also be treated exactly .

mR → mR − i
ΓCMS

R

2
mR, ΓR

● It is important to note that for the first time the Sachs parameterization was used for the  
resonance, where the values of  were obtained by 
comparison with those usually adopted values for the Parity Conserving parameterization.

D13
GE(Q2 = 0), GM(Q2 = 0), C5

A(Q2 = 0)
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● Also, results for the average flow cross section  and the total cross section for 
antineutrinos were made.

< dσ/dQ2 >

● For results without  cuttings a global FF was necessary, adopting the same used successfully in pion 
photoproduction and NC  production, taking into account the hadronic structure of the final  pair 
and redispersion (in a troglodyte way) into more energetic resonances.

1π

● It should be noted that we have not made adjustments to “any” parameters, 
as they were taken from previous works, in order to be consistent.

● Regarding the quality of our results, seems that consistency leads to better  results than other 
equivalent but inconsistent models of Literature.

● In GENIE, pion production is separated into resonant and non-resonant terms, and the 
interference terms between them, as well as the interferences between resonances, are 
neglected. As consequence is not possible to describe togheter all the channels. The data for 
channels   are very similar, but there are large differences between 
GENIE's nominal predictions for them.

νn → μ−nπ+, νn → μ−nπ0
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● Recall that the axial  was set to  < 1.4 GeV data with only the   
resonance included. Perhaps a new adjustment would be necessary that 
included the other resonances. When  is expanded, new resonances can 
be added gradually and the corresponding axial parameters would be adjusted 
as was done for .

C5
A(0) MπN Δ

MπN

Δ

Shortcomings of the model and perspective

● Rescattering and unitarity must be introduced by a formalism of T-matrix an 
partial waves expansion, that is not a trivial task.

●More details in 
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That’s all 

Thanks to organizers for making possible my 
participation
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